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Achieving greater gender diversity in the legal profession in general, and in lead trial roles in particular, has been an incremental, evolutionary process that we have witnessed firsthand ever since we graduated from law school. Bobbi became a lawyer in 1975, when women comprised only 20% of law students. Just ten years later, when Stephanie finished law school, that figure had doubled to 40%, and women were moving into the associate ranks of law firms at almost the same rate as men.

As young lawyers, we anticipated that many women would achieve successful legal careers, becoming partners, practice group leaders, and lead counsel on major matters in litigation and in corporate deals. We thought—along with many others—that the well-stocked pipeline of women lawyers beginning their careers would surely result in a substantial pool of women at the top of their profession.

We now know that relying on an entry-level pipeline to drive gender diversity is not enough. While women lawyers have been entering the profession in large numbers for three decades, they have not advanced at nearly the same rate as men. And the gender gap is larger with each step up the ladder, as shown by such studies as the NAWL Annual Surveys of law firms, the annual survey of Fortune 1000 chief legal officers conducted by the Minority Corporate Counsel Association, and NALP annual data about law firm associates and partners.

Our own experiences and observations as we progressed in our litigation careers have driven home the day-to-day meaning of these statistics. We have each practiced in national firms as associates and partners and also in boutique firms with a mixture of women and men at senior levels. We have appeared in hundreds of cases and in dozens of courtrooms across the country. In all of those matters and jurisdictions, we have too often found ourselves to be the only woman (or one of very few) to appear as trial counsel or lead counsel.

Some may ask, why does it matter if relatively few women are in lead roles? We believe that one could just as well ask, why does it matter if there is a small or large pool of talent in the legal profession? Women lawyers make up at least 36% of the legal profession. To the extent that women are hampered in obtaining lead roles, not only do their own careers suffer, so too does the profession, as there is less diversity of thinking, less effectiveness in front of a broad range of judges and jurors, and less creative energy brought to bear on client matters.

No one seriously contends that women have less ability than men. Instead, commentators point to myriad social and structural factors to explain the slow progress of women lawyers. These include, among others, the impact of children and other family responsibilities on women’s careers; bias, whether implicit or explicit; male-centered social norms and expectations about how to progress; outdated law firm cultures, policies, and structures that hinder the development of talent from diverse lawyers; the short-term busi-
ness focus of many firms; and social norms among men versus women with respect to rainmaking and client development. It is hard to know the relative impact of these factors in everyday practice, in part because the legal profession has virtually no systematic data about who receives first-line responsibility in major litigation and major deals—and how men and women come to play those roles.

First Chairs at Trial: More Women Need Seats at the Table is a first-of-its-kind empirical study of the participation of women and men as lead counsel and trial attorneys in civil and criminal litigation. Our goal was to understand the parameters of the gender gap in the ranks of lead trial lawyers, so that we in the legal profession will know how and where to seek changes. Using a random sample of all cases filed in 2013 in the United States District Court for the Northern District of Illinois, this report provides data concerning the level of participation by men and women in civil and criminal litigation and identifies characteristics of cases, law firms, and clients that impact the extent to which men and women serve in lead counsel roles.

As revealed in this study, women are consistently underrepresented in lead counsel positions and in the role of trial attorney for all but a few types of cases. In civil cases, men are three times more likely than women to appear as lead counsel and to appear as trial attorneys. That substantial gender gap is a marked departure from what we expected based on the distribution of men and women appearing generally in the federal cases we examined (a roughly 2 to 1 ratio) and the distribution of men and women in the legal profession generally (again, a roughly 2 to 1 ratio). We found that type of case, nature of the parties, and type of legal employer affect gender disparities. Criminal cases also showed a pattern based on gender. Men are nearly four times more likely than women to appear as trial attorneys. Type of client makes a difference, as the majority of male lead counsel (66%) in criminal cases appeared for defendants, while the majority of women lead counsel (69%) appeared for the government.

In making recommendations for closing the gap, we set forth a number of best practices and strategies that can be implemented by law schools, law firms, courts, clients, and women lawyers themselves to increase the ranks of women lead counsel. We encourage others to use this study as a research template for examining the representation of women in leadership roles in litigation in other jurisdictions. It is time for more women to find their seats at the table as first chairs at trial—and this report is our contribution toward achieving that goal.

Stephanie A. Scharf  
Robert D. Liebenberg
For decades, women and men have graduated from law school in roughly equal numbers. Yet, women have not maintained parity with their male counterparts as they progress in their careers. Stephanie Scharf and Roberta (“Bobbi”) Liebenberg have witnessed this phenomenon firsthand as trial lawyers. On far too many occasions, they often found themselves “the only woman in the room” when they appeared in court as lead counsel. Indeed, their experiences served as the impetus to determine if what they were seeing was the exception or the rule . . . and why.

We were excited when they approached us with their idea for this study because we recognized immediately the importance of such empirical research and the broader application of the data collection process to other courts throughout the country. The result is First Chairs at Trial: More Women Need Seats at the Table, a joint project of the American Bar Foundation and the American Bar Association Commission on Women in the Profession.

Our thanks to Stephanie and Bobbi for their tireless efforts in spearheading the research and crafting a compelling final report. In First Chairs at Trial, they have made the case and offered strategies for increasing the number of women as lead trial counsel. They have given clients, law firms, courts, law schools, and women litigators the additional steps needed to close this gender gap.
This report and the research underlying it were inspired by our everyday experiences as trial lawyers. We have represented clients in lead roles in many different matters and in many federal and state court jurisdictions. Yet, far too often, when we enter a courtroom filled with lawyers on a range of cases, each of us is either the only woman lead counsel or, at best, one of only a few women taking the lead in court or in major parts of litigation.

Women have been attending law school and entering the legal profession in substantial numbers for the past 30 years. When we began practicing law, we assumed, along with many others, that as the number of women lawyers increased, so too would the number of women in leadership roles. But women have not advanced into the highest levels of private practice or of corporate law departments at anywhere near the same rate as men. Today, for example, only 17% of equity partners in big firms and 22% of general counsel in the Fortune 500 are women.

Beyond some basic data about job categories at senior levels, the legal profession has almost no systematic data about men and women in their everyday practice, including whether and how they obtain the necessary skills and experience to advance into lead roles. The NAWL Annual Surveys have filled some data gaps by providing a longitudinal view of the retention and advancement of women lawyers in big firm practice. But we are not aware of any study that has systematically examined, based on representative data, the specific roles that women and men play on client matters, such as whether women are equally likely as men to be lead trial lawyer or lead deal lawyer.

This study is the first of its kind to provide an empirical snapshot of the participation of women and men as lead counsel and trial attorneys in civil and criminal litigation. In addition, the study examines various objective factors that may help explain why women occupy leadership positions in certain types of cases for certain types of clients. It is our hope that this study will lead to the development and implementation of specific policies and best practices to enhance the opportunities for women to take the lead.

WOMEN IN THE PROFESSION

17%: EQUITY PARTNERS IN BIG FIRMS
22%: GENERAL COUNSEL OF FORTUNE 500 COMPANIES
in the courtroom and be involved in the critical phases of cases.

Bearing those goals in mind, and with a focus on using readily available empirical data with the expectation that the research can be replicated in various jurisdictions and over time, we aimed to:

a. obtain benchmark statistics about the role of women in litigation;

b. identify characteristics of cases, law firms, and clients that may affect the roles played by women and men in litigation;

c. provide insights into what firms, law schools, clients, judges, and individual lawyers can do to enhance the prospects for women to serve as lead counsel; and

d. provide a research template for use in multiple jurisdictions in order to understand on a more comprehensive basis the factors for advancing women into lead counsel roles.

Several organizations and individuals were seminal to the research. The American Bar Association’s Commission on Women in the Profession and the American Bar Foundation provided financial support and a welcome intellectual context for conducting the research. The Honorable Ruben Castillo, chief judge of the United States District Court for the Northern District of Illinois, encouraged the research and provided thoughtful views about addressing the results. Robert Nelson, director of the American Bar Foundation and professor of sociology, Northwestern University, was an early advocate for the research and provided thorough and valuable comments about the results. Jennifer Woodward conducted the random sample and much of the data coding. Jill May conducted additional data coding and patiently completed the many detailed data analyses. Jill was generous with her time and with her intellectual enthusiasm. Michele Coleman Mayes, current chair of the Commission on Women, has championed the study with gusto. Barbara Leff, communications and publications manager of the Commission on Women, reviewed multiple drafts without complaint and with a thoroughly professional eye to editing. Melissa Wood, director of the Commission on Women, provided just the right administrative advice. We are grateful for all of their support.

**STUDY DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY**

Federal courts require a relatively detailed intake form for all filed cases as well as individual attorney appearance forms. All of that information is available through Public Access to Court Electronic Records (PACER), the public access service that allows users to obtain case and docket information online from federal courts. The required information provides the basis here for analyzing the level of participation of women as lead counsel and as trial attorney.

To perform the research, we took a random sample of all of the cases filed in 2013 in the United States District Court for the Northern District of Illinois. We chose the Northern District of Illinois for four principal reasons:

1. The Northern District of Illinois is a large and diverse locale. No single type of case dominates the docket.

2. As a group, the firms located in the geographic locale of the Northern District of Illinois are diverse with respect to size, employment of men and women, and types of cases and clients.

3. As with other federal courts, there is robust information about each filed case as reflected in the required Civil Cover Sheet for each newly filed lawsuit.

4. There is information in the lawyer appearance form showing by self-designation whether a lawyer is “lead counsel” and/or “trial attorney” or not. The Northern District classifies lawyers as members of its Trial Bar based on certain experience in the courtroom. Only members of the Trial Bar can appear as trial attorney in a given case.

Using the PACER system, we randomly selected 558 civil cases filed in 2013. There were 2,076 lawyers appearing in those 558 cases. In addition, we sampled 50 criminal cases, in which 135 lawyers appeared. We then created a database that coded characteristics
of cases as well as characteristics of lawyers in those cases. The coded case characteristics were:

a. Whether the case is civil or criminal.
b. The subject matter of the suit (for civil suits). The categories listed on the Civil Cover Sheet include contract, real property, torts, civil rights, prisoner rights, forfeiture/penalty, labor, immigration, bankruptcy, intellectual property, Social Security, federal tax suits, and other statutes.

c. Whether the suit is a class action.

The coded characteristics of lawyers appearing in those cases were:

a. The nature of the party the lawyer represents: individual, business, United States, state or local government, or nonprofit.
b. The side for which the attorney appeared, plaintiff or defendant.
c. The attorney’s practice setting: solo practice, small private firm, AmLaw 200 firm, AmLaw 100 firm, government (United States, Illinois, municipal), and some other categories.
d. Whether the lawyer appeared as “lead counsel” and/or as “trial attorney.”
e. Gender of the lawyer. If there was any confusion from the attorney’s name as to gender, the attorney’s name and photo were checked on his/her firm’s public website.
f. Whether the lawyer was retained by his/her client or appointed by the court.

We would also have liked to study minority status and minority status interacting with gender. However, neither the Civil Cover Sheet nor the appearance form contains information that allowed us to determine the minority status of lawyers, and, therefore, we could not perform those analyses.

In conducting our data analyses, we sometimes used the lawyer as the unit of analysis and sometimes used the case as the unit of analysis, depending on the perspective and nature of the research question at hand. We analyzed criminal and civil cases separately.

The types of questions we sought to answer included these:

1. Do women and men occupy lead roles in litigation matters in equal numbers, as shown by their self-designated individual appearance as “lead counsel” or “trial attorney”?  
2. Are there certain types of cases more likely to have men or women appear as lead counsel?  
3. Are there certain types of clients (individuals, corporations, government entities, client opposing pro se parties) or sides (plaintiff versus defendant) that are more likely to retain men or women as lead counsel?  
4. Are there certain types of practice settings in which men or women lead counsel are more likely to practice?

By answering such questions, we expect to have a better understanding of the roles played by men and women in the courtroom, whether there is a gender gap, and areas of focus for change.

I. IN CIVIL CASES, WOMEN APPEAR LESS OFTEN THAN MEN AND ARE FAR LESS LIKELY TO DESIGNATE THEIR ROLE AS LEAD COUNSEL OR TRIAL ATTORNEY

Roughly two-thirds of all attorneys appearing in civil cases—whether as lead counsel or trial attorney—are men. Thus, 68% of all lawyers who appeared in civil cases were men and 32% were women. Of those attorneys appearing, a little more than half (54%) appeared as “lead counsel.”

**ALL LAWYERS APPEARING IN CIVIL CASES**

However, just as women and men did not appear generally at the same rate, men and women do not appear in lead roles in civil cases at the same rate.
either. Among lawyers appearing as lead counsel, only 24% were women and 76% were men. In essence, a man is three times more likely to play the role of lead counsel on a civil case than a woman.

A similar pattern exists for men and women who entered their appearances as “trial attorney,” with 63% of all lawyers identifying themselves as a trial attorney on the case. The percentage of women serving as trial attorneys in civil cases was slightly higher than the percentage of women serving as lead counsel. But of those lawyers identifying themselves as trial attorneys, nearly three-quarters are men (73%) and slightly more than a quarter are women (27%).

What these numbers show is that the steps to the role of lead counsel and trial attorney are much steeper for women than men. Women are significantly less likely to appear in courtrooms—although it could be argued that the gender difference roughly mirrors the difference between the proportion of men and women generally in the legal profession. On top of that gap, however, and more troubling, is the fact that when women do appear, they are significantly less likely than men to occupy the lead roles.

We also observed a marked gender gap when the unit of analysis is cases. Some 59% of civil cases had only men appearing as lead counsel; similarly, 58% of civil cases had only men appearing as trial attorney. In contrast, just 13% of civil cases had only women appearing as lead counsel, and 21% had only women appearing in the role of trial attorney.

II. DOES THE TYPE OF CASE, TYPE OF PRACTICE SETTING, AND TYPE OF CLIENT AFFECT THE PARTICIPATION OF WOMEN IN LEAD COUNSEL OR TRIAL ATTORNEY ROLES?

We performed a number of analyses looking at factors that could affect whether a man or woman appears as lead counsel or as trial attorney in civil cases.

First, type of case shows a gender effect. For certain types of civil cases, lead counsel are predominantly male, including in “other statutory” cases (88% of lead counsel are male), contract cases (85% of lead counsel are male), torts (79% of lead counsel are male), labor (78% of lead counsel are male), and intellectual property rights (77% of lead counsel are male). On the other hand, there is no type of case in which women are more likely than men to be lead counsel—i.e., where the majority of persons who appeared as lead counsel were women. A similar pattern exists in the data for trial attorney.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Case</th>
<th>Percentage of Women Appearing as Lead Counsel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Real Property</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prisoner Rights</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Security</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civil Rights</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual Rights</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Property Rights</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torts</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Statutes</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the same vein, certain types of civil cases exhibited a greater gender gap than others, as shown by whether there were any women appearing at all as lead counsel. The following shows the results when we measured cases as a whole:

**PERCENTAGE OF CASES WITH NO WOMEN APPEARING AS LEAD COUNSEL**

- Other statutes: 77%
- Contract: 70%
- Intellectual property rights: 67%
- Torts: 67%
- Labor: 55%
- Prisoner rights: 54%
- Civil rights: 47%
- Social security: 47%
- Real property: 40%

With respect to practice setting, gender differences among lead counsel from private firms follow a 1 to 3 female/male gender ratio—or worse. In terms of the size of firms from which lawyers appear (AmLaw 100 firms, AmLaw 200 firms, small private firms, and solo practice), the percentage of women appearing as lead counsel is 25%, 16%, 20%, and 25%, respectively. By contrast, individual litigants and businesses are overwhelmingly represented by male lead counsel. Close to 80% of all lead counsel who represent businesses are male (79% male vs. 21% female), and the same percentage breakdown is found with respect to lead counsel who represent individuals.

**PERCENTAGE OF WOMEN AS LEAD COUNSEL IN CIVIL CASES INVOLVING THE GOVERNMENT**

- U.S. government: 31%
- State of Illinois: 32%
- Municipalities: 40%

Whether a party is plaintiff or defendant also affects whether their lead counsel is male or female. Among all women who are lead counsel in civil cases, 40% represent plaintiffs and 60% represent defendants. Among all men appearing as lead counsel, 45% represent plaintiffs and 55% represent defendants.

It is noteworthy that there is a greater likelihood of women being lead counsel in civil cases involving the U.S. government, the state of Illinois, and municipalities. Lead lawyers for the U.S. government, state of Illinois, and municipalities are, respectively, 31%, 32%, and 40% female.
That said, and consistent with the data in Section I, the majority of all attorneys appearing as lead counsel for plaintiffs or defendants are men (for plaintiffs, 78% of lead counsel are men; for defendants, 74% of lead counsel are men). For those appearing as trial attorneys, among plaintiffs’ counsel 75% are men and among defense counsel 70% are men.

We also examined the subset of cases that were filed as putative class actions. There were 48 such cases in our sample, and 246 attorneys appeared in them. Looking at all attorneys who appeared in class actions, 68% are male and 32% are female—a 2/3 versus 1/3 ratio, which is not unlike the data for women appearing in civil cases. However, there is a marked gender gap when it comes to appearing as lead counsel. Among men appearing in class actions, 55% appeared as lead counsel. In contrast, only 18% of women who appeared in class actions filed their appearances as lead counsel. Looking at these data another way, of all of the lawyers who designated themselves as lead counsel in class actions, 87% were male.

We also reviewed data concerning civil cases in which the plaintiffs appeared pro se. We note that cases with pro se plaintiffs are often viewed as less complex, unlikely to go to trial, or have less at stake than cases where the plaintiff is represented by counsel. In this sample, there were 81 cases with pro se plaintiffs, in which 111 lawyers appeared for defendants. Of those 111 lawyers, 64% were men and 36% were women. The gender breakdown of lead counsel opposing a pro se plaintiff was similar: 65% men and 35% women. Thus, women appeared as lead counsel at the same rate they appeared generally in cases against pro se plaintiffs, a noticeable difference compared to other civil cases (except civil cases in which the client is a governmental party). Even so, in cases with pro se plaintiffs, women did not approach the number of men who appeared and were designated as lead counsel.

Looking at all cases filed as class actions, we observed a similar gender gap in lead counsel roles. Of the 48 class action cases, 71% (34 cases) had only men appearing as lead counsel. Just one case (2.1% of cases) had only women appearing as lead counsel. In other words, 98% of class actions had at least one man as lead counsel but only 29% of class actions had any women as lead counsel.

We also reviewed data concerning civil cases in which the plaintiffs appeared pro se. We note that cases with pro se plaintiffs are often viewed as less complex, unlikely to go to trial, or have less at stake than cases where the plaintiff is represented by counsel. In this sample, there were 81 cases with pro se plaintiffs, in which 111 lawyers appeared for defendants. Of those 111 lawyers, 64% were men and 36% were women. The gender breakdown of lead counsel opposing a pro se plaintiff was similar: 65% men and 35% women. Thus, women appeared as lead counsel at the same rate they appeared generally in cases against pro se plaintiffs, a noticeable difference compared to other civil cases (except civil cases in which the client is a governmental party). Even so, in cases with pro se plaintiffs, women did not approach the number of men who appeared and were designated as lead counsel.

III. CRIMINAL CASES SHOW A MIXED PATTERN FOR WOMEN

We looked separately at the sample of 50 criminal cases under the theory that criminal cases and clients could well show a different gender dynamic. Among men and women attorneys who appeared in criminal cases, the vast majority filed their appearances as lead counsel (88% of all men appearing and 89% of all women appearing). The result is not surprising, as criminal cases tend not to be layered with different levels of associates and partners. However, there
is a gender gap when it comes to appearances generally in criminal cases and therefore in the percentage of women versus men who play lead roles. Among all attorneys appearing in criminal cases, 67% are men. Among attorneys appearing as lead counsel, 67% are men (33% are women), and among attorneys appearing as trial attorney, 79% are men (21% are women).

For criminal cases, there is also a gender impact by type of client. Of men appearing as lead counsel in criminal cases, 34% appear for the government and 66% appear for defendants. Of women appearing as lead counsel in criminal cases, the ratio is reversed: 69% appear for the government and 31% appear for defendants. In other words, women who are government prosecutors—compared to women in all other practice settings and client representations—have the greatest chance of appearing in a case as lead counsel.

Federal criminal prosecutions are important and powerful roles for any trial lawyer. The lower percentage of women lead counsel representing parties in civil litigation or representing criminal defendants suggests to us that a number of social factors are impeding the retention of women as lead counsel, as explained below.

IV. SUMMARY OF THE FINDINGS

It is evident that women are consistently underrepresented in lead counsel roles in all but a few settings and for all but a few types of cases. In civil cases, men are three times more likely to appear in lead roles than women, which is a marked departure from what we expected based on the distribution of men and women appearing generally in federal litigation (a roughly 2 to 1 ratio) and the distribution of men and women in the legal profession (again, a roughly 2 to 1 ratio). In private practice settings, the gender gap is greatest in AmLaw 200 firms, compared to AmLaw 100 firms and other smaller firms not on the AmLaw lists. In addition, women are more likely to be lead counsel representing civil defendants rather than civil plaintiffs. On the other hand, men appearing as lead counsel in civil cases are somewhat more evenly distributed between representing plaintiffs and defendants.

Moreover, in the majority of civil cases (59%), lead counsel are all men, even though it is typical for more than one lawyer to enter an appearance in a civil case. A much smaller proportion of civil cases (13%) have all women as lead counsel. The findings show more gender segregation in civil cases than we would have predicted. In essence, more than 70% of cases are defined by lead counsel of one gender or the other, not a mix of male and female lead counsel.

If we were to extrapolate these statistics to the almost 11,000 civil cases filed in the Northern District in 2013,17 we would see that approximately 6,490 cases had no women appearing as lead counsel, and about 1,400 cases had no men appearing as lead counsel.

Women representing the government had better odds of appearing as lead counsel, at roughly the same rate as women generally appeared (a 2 to 1 male-to-female ratio) and at roughly the same rate as their distribution in the legal profession. Without putting too fine a point on the results, we certainly observed a private vs. public sector gender gap for women in lead roles.

The results in criminal cases—where one side is the government and the other a private party, albeit a
criminal defendant—show a pattern consistent with the private vs. public sector gender gap we observed in civil cases. Women lead counsel in criminal cases represent the government more than twice as often as they represent criminal defendants. For men, the ratio is reversed: men appear as lead counsel for private defendants twice as often as they appear for the government.

Even so, only a minority of attorneys appearing in criminal cases are women. Those women who appear, however, almost always file their appearances as lead counsel and in about the same ratio as men. Overall, and looking across all practice settings, women in the public sector and women in criminal matters have a substantially greater chance of playing lead counsel roles than those in the private sector working on civil cases.

We also note that class actions—considered by many to be both high-stakes and complex litigation—are dominated by male lead counsel. Indeed, the grouping of lead counsel in class actions is about as close to gender segregation as we can imagine. Although we did not look at the role of men versus women as lead counsel in multidistrict litigation—another type of litigation considered complex and high-stakes—our personal experience has been that it is rare for women to be appointed by judges as lead or liaison counsel. On the opposite side of the spectrum are cases with pro se plaintiffs, which are more likely to have women as lead counsel than the typical civil case (except for cases where counsel represent government entities).

V. BEST PRACTICES FOR LAW SCHOOLS, LAW FIRMS, CLIENTS, JUDGES, AND WOMEN LAWYERS

Men and women have been graduating from law school and entering private firms at about the same rate for many years, and on a clean slate we would expect men and women to progress at about the same rate into lead counsel roles. But as our research shows, the trial bar continues to have a substantial gender gap.

The gender disparity we observed may reflect the overall career arc for women in private practice. As shown by the NAWL Surveys, men are less likely than women to leave private practice, men are more likely than women to advance beyond the associate ranks and become partners, and men earn more than women. Such disparities in advancement and compensation can stem from factors outside the control of women (such as implicit bias), affecting the types of assignments women receive, performance evaluations, and even an ability to meet billable-hour requirements. The result will be a cumulative negative impact on the ability of women litigators to receive increasingly better assignments and greater opportunities to serve in lead roles in the courtroom.

Other social factors may impinge, as well, on opportunities for women lawyers. As one example, lawyers who have taken time out of the labor force to attend to family responsibilities are less likely to become partners and earn less if they do become partners, and that phenomenon disproportionately affects women. Additional reasons are more closely linked to the dynamics of becoming lead counsel. There may be bias (sometimes implicit, sometimes not) by senior partners or clients who choose their first-chair lawyers; the impact from judges or opposing counsel who make inappropriate or stereotypical comments and act accordingly; and the increased scrutiny and double standards that women experience in the courtroom.

Research by the ABA Commission on Women in the Profession and other organizations has shown that implicit bias hinders the progress of women lawyers, and this also can also apply to women litigators. Senior lawyers who choose their co-counsel in courtrooms are overwhelmingly male, and they may automatically choose someone like themselves—i.e., another male. Certainly, implicit biases play a role, such as the belief that a woman lawyer will express too much emotion. Ironically, male litigators who display the same level of emotion are considered “deeply passionate” about the case. When a woman litigator raises her voice to make a point or argues forcefully, she may be viewed as being overly aggressive. A male litigator acting in the same way is typically viewed favorably for zealously representing his client. Thus, women lawyers often have to demonstrate greater levels of competence and proficiency and are held to higher standards than their male colleagues.
Women trial lawyers must also occasionally deal with opposing counsel and judges who make inappropriate or stereotypical comments. Many women have reported being patronized and called “honey” or “dear” or referred to by their first name in the courtroom. Indeed, a Defense Research Institute survey found that 70% of women attorneys experienced gender bias in the courtroom.23

The underrepresentation of women among lead lawyers may also stem from certain client preferences, as some clients prefer a male lawyer to represent them in court.24 In addition, women may too often be relegated by their law firms to second-chair positions, even though they have the talent and experience to serve as first chairs. The denial of these significant opportunities adversely affects the ability of women to advance in their firms.25

All of these issues apply with even greater force to women trial attorneys of color, who face the double bind of gender and race.26 We have no doubt that had we been able to measure the impact of gender and minority status, the results would show an even more difficult road for women lawyers of color—as has been shown repeatedly in other studies on gender and race.26

The lack of women as lead counsel is not explained by a disparity in talent or ability between male and female trial lawyers. To the contrary, women can be highly effective courtroom advocates.27 Jurors are receptive to women attorneys,28 and many commentators have observed the potential benefits of representation by women lawyers in litigation and at trial.29

The overwhelming view today is that being an effective trial lawyer is not a matter of gender. As well-known litigator Elizabeth Cabraser put it, “There are as many ways to be a good, effective lawyer as there are people who want to be a good, effective lawyer.”30 And while not giving wholesale credit to gender stereotypes, Cabraser also recognized that gender stereotypes have play in courtroom effectiveness: “If you go by stereotyping, women have a great advantage because women have had to learn to listen—listening to judges is more important than talking to judges; listening to what the witnesses are saying is more important than saying what you’ve already decided you want to say . . . Women have had to learn to do that.”

We believe it is imperative that actions be taken to address and remedy the continuing gender imbalance in the courtroom. The result will be a much deeper pool of skilled attorneys available to represent clients in the courtroom and a cadre of trial lawyers who more closely reflect the diversity of our society, litigants, judges, and jurors.

The ABA Commission on Women in the Profession is planning to work with law schools, law firms, corporations, judges, and individual women lawyers around the country to identify the steps that can be taken so that women receive the training and courtroom experience needed to become skilled trial lawyers. We hope that state and local bar associations, trial lawyer groups, and women’s bar organizations will shine a spotlight on the need to increase the number of women serving in lead counsel positions and hold programs focusing on best practices, such as those suggested here, to accomplish that goal.

A. LAW SCHOOLS

Law schools can play a major role in training women to serve as effective trial lawyers. Women law students should be encouraged to become trial lawyers and receive training and mentoring by trial attorneys to perfect their skills in moot court, legal aid clinics, and trial competitions. Teaching tools should be specifically designed to help women law students navigate the implicit biases they may face in the courtroom. Also, in light of the results of our study, law schools should advise women law students who want to become trial lawyers that, at the current time, government litigation positions will enhance their opportunity to play a lead role and gain first-chair experience.

B. LAW FIRMS

Law firms should focus on specific training for women litigators, recognizing that traditional means of obtaining trial experience may no longer suffice. Since certain large law firms or clients prefer that important depositions be taken only by partners or senior associates, and first-chair trial lawyers are overwhelmingly men, firms must be even more resourceful to ensure that all of their litigators, and particularly
their women litigators, are getting the experience that will allow them to be successful and confident in the courtroom.

Law firms should also encourage women lawyers to take pro bono cases or secundments in district attorney or public defender offices so that they will have the opportunity to get into court and hone their trial skills. Depositions of less important witnesses and custodians of records can also provide needed experience. Similarly, oral argument experience can be obtained in discovery disputes and less central motions in state and federal matters.

In addition, women lawyers should be strongly encouraged to participate in trial training and advocacy programs, those conducted both in-house or by outside organizations, such as the National Institute of Trial Advocacy (NITA) and bar association groups.

It is also important that law firms use metrics to track the professional development of their associates, so they receive the appropriate amount and level of trial experience, and take action to remedy any deficiencies.

Finally, we recommend that law firms avail themselves of the ABA Commission on Women's Grit Project Toolkit, which provides training concerning “grit” and “growth mindset.” These important traits, which can be learned, entail perseverance and resiliency and can be enhanced through deliberate practice. As one experienced trial judge has sagely observed, these traits are essential to becoming a great trial lawyer and enable litigators to learn and develop even from setbacks and defeats that they experience in the courtroom.

C. CLIENTS

Clients can also play an important role in increasing the gender diversity of the trial bar. First, clients can be proactive in retaining women litigators to be their lead trial lawyer in their cases. In addition, clients can use their considerable economic clout with their law firms to insist that women be given prominent positions and significant responsibility in trial teams assembled by the firm for the client's matters.

Clients can also keep track of the names of women attorneys in trial court opinions issued in the subject areas of importance to the client. This data can then serve as the basis for compiling names of experienced, successful women litigators, thus expanding the pool of “go-to” lawyers used by the company. Likewise, general counsel or senior in-house counsel can recommend women litigators they have retained to other in-house colleagues. In addition, companies can provide women litigators with specific training concerning the particular subject areas in which the company has most of its litigation.

Finally, clients can require firms to maintain metrics on how their company’s cases are being staffed and the roles women lawyers are playing in their cases, with an eye toward ensuring an increase in the ranks of women trial lawyers.

D. JUDGES

Judges are also integral to the efforts to increase the number of female first-chair trial lawyers. Judges can be mindful of appointing experienced, qualified women lawyers as lead counsel, liaison counsel, or members of the steering committee in MDL class action cases. Judicial appointments of women litigators as special discovery or bankruptcy masters, trustees, or guardians ad litem can help increase the visibility and credibility of women lawyers, which will help them advance to equity partnership and develop as rainmakers.

In addition, a number of judges have sought to incentivize law firms to provide greater opportunities for courtroom experience to their women and minority associates. For example, certain judges around the country have made it a practice of allowing argument on motions that would otherwise not be heard, as long as the advocate will be the associate working on the case, rather than the partner.

E. INDIVIDUAL WOMEN LAWYERS

Individual women lawyers need to take the initiative to develop the skills, tools, and expertise necessary to be an effective trial lawyer. Women lawyers can and should affirmatively reach out to seek assignment to cases where they will get to play an active role in the litigation and obtain trial experience. It is a given, of course, to learn the substantive law involved in the case.
and master the rules of evidence and the rules of civil procedure. But there is more.

It is also important to be aware of gender dynamics in the courtroom and take steps to deal with or overcome them. Body language is critical, including maintaining an outward appearance of calm, even in moments of stress and pressure. Women need to “own” the courtroom with their presence and also with their voices. Soft voices of either gender can be distracting or ineffective at trial, but some women naturally have softer voices. Thus, they will need to adjust their volume so as to take full command of the courtroom. Moreover, women trial lawyers need to be mindful that their appearance is often carefully scrutinized by others in the courtroom. Like it or not, one’s hairdo, shoes, and even the decision to wear slacks instead of a skirt can often engender comments.37

Women should seek opportunities to be courtroom-ready by taking trial advocacy classes and taking on pro bono matters where they are in the lead. Small cases are good for learning all of the key aspects of litigation and can give women the courtroom confidence that is so much a part of being an effective advocate. And we advise women never to turn down the opportunity to be part of a trial team. There are so many upsides to saying “yes” and enough downsides to saying “no” that, to our minds, the only right answer is “yes.”

As discussed above, women lawyers have many advantages in the courtroom—they connect well with jurors, particularly with women jurors, who often comprise half or more of the jury pool; are viewed as more credible and trustworthy; and are in many instances overprepared rather than underprepared. Women litigators have ample reason to be confident in their effectiveness as trial counsel.

CONCLUSION

Fostering the success of women litigators redounds to the benefit of clients, who obtain top-notch representation in their cases; to law firms, which have made a substantial investment in hiring and training their women litigators; and to women lawyers themselves, who are able to realize their full potential and advance in their careers. We believe it is imperative for all concerned that women are encouraged and supported in their pursuit of a career in the courtroom and the role of lead counsel at trial.

We hope that this study will heighten awareness about the existence of significant gender disparities in the ranks of lead trial lawyers. We want to spur a dialogue that will result in concrete and effective actions to increase the numbers of women lead trial counsel. These recommended best practices will help women litigators develop their skills and obtain the same opportunities for leadership roles and success in the courtroom as their male colleagues.
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